COOKIE POLICY
Effective date: August 18, 2020
Electroneek Robotics, Inc., a Delaware corporation (the “Company”, “us” or “we”) value your privacy and
strive to be transparent about our use of certain technologies that can have effect on your privacy expectations.
This Cookie Policy explains how and why cookies, web beacons, pixels, clear gifs, and other similar
technologies (collectively “Tracking Technologies”) may be stored on and accessed from your device when
you use or visit the website located at www.electroneek.com or any other website owned or operated by the
Company (collectively, the “Company Sites”). Our privacy policy and terms of use apply to this Cookie
Policy.
What are Tracking Technologies?
A cookie is a small text file that, subject to your agreement, can be stored on and accessed from your device
when you visit one of the Company Sites. The other tracking technologies work similarly to cookies and place
small data files on your devices or monitor your activity on any of the Company Sites to enable us to collect
information about how you use the Company Sites. You can find more information
at www.allaboutcookies.org and www.youronlinechoices.eu.
First and Third-Party Cookies
“First party Cookies” are cookies that we place on your device. “Third party Cookies” are cookies that a party,
other than us, places on your device through any of the Company Sites.
What types of Tracking Technologies Do We Use?
We use the following types of cookies:
Persistent Cookies. We use persistent Cookies to improve your experience of using the Company Sites. This
includes recording your acceptance of our Cookie Policy to remove the cookie message which first appears
when you use the Company Sites.
Session Cookies. Session Cookies are temporary and deleted from your machine when your web browser
closes. We use session Cookies to help us track internet usage as described above.
You may refuse to accept browser Cookies through the appropriate setting on your internet browser. However,
if you select this setting you may be unable to access certain parts of the Company Sites. Unless your internet
browser is set up to refuse Cookies, our system will issue Cookies when you direct your browser to our
Company Sites.
We do not keep the data collected by the Company Sites and/or through Tracking Technologies that may be
placed on your computer for longer than is necessary to fulfill the purposes mentioned above.
We use Tracking Technologies for the following purposes:

Type of Cookie

Purpose of Cookie

Strictly Necessary/ Technical

These Cookies are necessary to allow us to operate the Company Sites so
you may access them as you have requested. These Cookies, for example,
let us recognize that you have created an account and have logged into
that account to access the Site content. They also include Cookies that
enable us to remember your previous actions within the same browsing
session and secure the Company Sites.

Analytical/ Performance

These Cookies are used by us or third-party service providers to analyze
how the Company Sites are used and how they are performing. For
example, these Cookies track what pages are most frequently visited, and
from what locations our visitors come from. If you subscribe to a
newsletter or otherwise register with the Company Sites, these Cookies
may be correlated to you.

Functionality

These Cookies allow us to operate the Company Sites in accordance with
the choices you make. These Cookies permit us to “remember” you inbetween visits. For instance, we will recognize your user name and
remember how you customized the Company Sites and services, for
example by adjusting text size, fonts, languages and other parts of web
pages that are alterable, and provide you with the same customizations
during future visits

Third Party Advertising

These Cookies collect information about your activities on these and
other sites to provide you targeted advertising. We may also allow our
third-party service providers to use Cookies on the Company Sites for the
same purposes identified above, including collecting information about
your online activities over time and across different websites.

How do I refuse or withdraw my consent to the use of Tracking Technologies?
If you do not want Cookies to be placed on your device, you can set the specific settings of your internet
browser to reject the some or all Cookies and to alert you when a Cookie is placed on your device.
For more information on the development of user-profiles and the use of targeting/advertising Cookies, please
see www.youronlinechoices.eu if you are located in Europe or www.aboutads.info/choices if in the United
States.
What Other Tracking Technologies Do We Use?
We may collect information about your use of the Company Sites through web beacons.
A web beacon is a graphic image, which is placed on a website or in an email that alone or in conjunction with
cookies compile information about your usage of or your interaction with a Company Site or email. The
analysis gathered helps us improve the effectiveness of content and format of the Company Site and email
communications.
How do I refuse or withdraw my consent to the use of Web Beacons?
You may avoid web beacons by configuring your email reader program to disable the functionality that
enables remote images to load and by refraining from clicking on any links in email messages.

